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I ZINC 
~-------------------~----

ZODIAC 

the affairs of men. Her8~ (Juno) was his wife, An important use of zinc is in galvanizing 
the queen of heaven, d,nd their union was iron. Sheets of iron are jmmersed in molten 
regarded as the divine type of all earthly . zinc and then removed, so that a coat of zinc 
marriage. remains, protecting the metal from rust and 

As judge and ruler, Zeus was pictured as corrosion. Sheet zinc has many "'.lses : ,for 
seated upon a throne, with a sceptre in his roofing, lining airtight packing-cases for muni
hand. As commander of the forces of nature, tions and other articles of export, for kitchen 
he rides in his thunder chariot, carrying the utensils, toys, etc. 
mgis or shield (sometimes borne also by Athena), Other jmportant uses are in electric batteries, 
hurling the thunderbolt and the lightning in photo-engraving, and for castings. Zinc 
scourge. The eagle, the mighty oak, and the is indispensable in the cyanide process of 
mountain peaks were all sacred to him. extracting gold and silver from low-grade ores. 

The highest . achievement White zinc oxide (zinc white) 
in Greek sculpture was said THE s 1 G N s ° F THE z 0 0 1 A c is a valuable pigment. Zinc . 
to have been the statue of chlorideisapowerfulcaustic . . 
Zeus by Pheidias. It was · Sulphate, oleate, carbonate, 
a colossal image of ivory acetate, and stearate of zinc 
and gold, occupying the also are useful for medical 
place of honour in the great or toilet compounds. 
temple of Zeus at Olympia. · ZODIAC. ·The apparent 
(See Seven Wonders of the annual path of the sun in 
World.) the sky lies through 12 con-
ZINC. The Romans of the stellations or groups of stars, 
time of the Empire were and the zone which these 
familiar with the zinc ore 9 stars occupy is called the 
called smithsonite, which zodiac. Within this zone, 

CS'' they fused with copper to ., 0 likewise, are found the orbit 
make brass, and in the of the moon and the paths 
Middle Ages brass was in , of the principal plan~ts. The 
common use in the form of zodiac was regarded with 
plates on monuments, en- Beginning with Number x, they are, in order~ superstitious awe by the 
graved with a likeness . of Water Bearer, Fishes, Ram, Bull, Twins, Crab, ancients, and the various 
the buried person. Zinc has Lion, Virgin, Scales, Scorpion, Archer, and Goat. movements of the sun, 

d 
The symbols beneath each sign are those used in d 1 

· been smelted and use as a astronomy and astrology. moon, an p anets through 
commercial product, without it formed the basis · upon 
alloy, only since the middle -of the 18th cen.. which astrologers predicted the future and 
tury, when the first zinc smelter was estab- cast horoscopes. · 
lished in England. The following rhyme makes the list of 

Pure zinc is a bluish-white element of Ius- constellations of the zodiac easy to remember: 
trous surface. When broJren, it exhibits a The Ram, the Bull, the Heavenly Twins, 
crystalline fracture. It melts at 786° F.,_ and And next the Crab the Lion shines; 

The Virgin, and the Scales, 
boils at about 1,832°. Zinc ores occur in several The Scorpion, Archer, and the Goat, 
quarters of the globe, chiefly in Germany, The Man · that Bears the Watering Pot, 
the Unjted States, Belgium, Great Britain, And Fish with glittering tails. 
Australia, and China. Canada also produces Usually they are known by their Latin names: 
some zinc ores. Commercial zinc is produced Aries (Ram), Taurus (Bull), Gemini (Twins), 
by roasting the ore, thus setting free zinc . Cancer (Crab), Leo (Lion), Virgo (Virgin}, Libra 
oxide, and then distilling the oxide with (Balance or Scales), Scorpio (Scorpion), Sagit-
carbon in retorts. tarius (Archer), Capricornus (Goat), Aquariu3 

· Demand During World War · (Water Bearer), and Pisces (Fishes). 
At the outbreak of the World War of 1914- As a result of the shifting of the equinoxes, 

1918, Germany controlled a large portion of · the sun is now a whole constellation behind 
the world's supply, and within a few months the appropriate sign. For example, .at the 
the .... t\.llies found themselves seriously handi- beginning of spring the sun is said to enter 
ca.pped, for brass (the alloy of copper and zinc) the sign of Aries, but as a matter of fact it 
is used for cartridge and shell cases, scientific is still in the constellation Pisces. Two 
instruments, and many otiier military purposes. thousand years ago the signs and the con
Rush orders for huge quantities of spelter, as stellations exactly corresponded, but this will 
refined zinc ore is known, soon stimulated pro· not again happen for about 25,000 years. 
duction in the American fields and elsewhere. (See also Astronomy; Cop.stellations.) 
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